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Exuberant and passionate international virtuosi 
around 40, Italian pianist Stefano Bollani and Brazilian 
bandolinist Hamilton de Holanda were fated to meet: 
they did at Bolzano (South Tyrol, Italy, 2009), one of 
many small festivals now sprouting seasonally in 
Northern Europe like brilliant alpine flowers. And once 
they met and fell in musical love, they were bound to 
record: Bollani’s lyrically majestic Italian piano begs to 
entwine itself in quasi-unisons with de Holanda’s 
spine-tingling altissimo picking of his enhanced 
(10-string) mandolin. This scintillating set—recorded at 
another such festival, Jazz Middleheim (Antwerp, 
Belgium, 2012)—is devoted with singular focus to 
sumptuous melodies from Brazil, with an original or 
two. They open with a dreamy Chico Buarque ballad 
named for a woman (“Beatriz”) and gaze back upon 
meltingly gorgeous homages to female beauty twice 
more: Tom Jobim’s “Luiza” and Pixinguinha’s “Rosa”.
 But mostly they forge full-steam ahead with good-
humored fellowship and reckless dovetailing of 
thought and line. Merrily chasing but rarely tripping 
over each other’s overlapping arpeggios, rococo 
filigrees and titillating tremolos, Bollani and de 
Holanda wheel and soar to giddy heights and don’t let 
chops-happy glee deflect them from their purposeful 
course of collective melodizing and stylistic cross-
pollination. Occasionally vocalizing, Bollani limns 
single-note solos on the title track and Piazzolla’s 
“Oblivion” with lyric passion and mimics with buffo 
jocularity and affection on “Guarda che Luna” (Look At 
That Moon!) by pseudo-Mafioso ‘50s crooner Fred 
Buscaglione. Sprinklings of technical wizardry may 
bedew the audience, as is the wont of improvising 
virtuosi, yet (this is, after all, a crystalline ECM date) 
don’t inundate the music or damp listeners’ spirits. 
Indeed, the duo’s percussive street-beat chorus 
climaxing Baden Powell’s classic jam anthem “Canto de 
Ossanha” elicits a clap-along from happy attendees. 
These comrades are well on their way to ringing rafters 
in arenas worldwide.

For more information, visit ecmrecords.com

Bill Evans has been the victim of his own mystique. 
Too often portrayed as the brooding, romantic pianist, 
his talents for swing and incisive, sharply creative, 
acutely lyrical playing have been overshadowed by the 
memory of the tragic junkie who, according to Gene 
Lees, committed the “longest suicide in history”. It 
hasn’t helped that his discography is littered with 
mainly posthumously released live dates, many made 
during times when his addictions produced self-

indulgent sentimental playing. Many of them probably 
wouldn’t have been released if Evans had had a say.
 This album, from the first recording sessions (mid-
1962) by the new trio Evans formed after the death of 
bassist Scott LaFaro, again featured drummer Paul 
Motian (on brushes throughout) from that seminal 
earlier trio, along with bassist Chuck Israels, whose 
playing brought new emphasis on a swinging pulse to 
the band. The two Riverside sessions alternated ballads 
and faster tempos, but the two LPs it produced divided 
them into a ballads album, Moonbeams, and How My 
Heart Sings, featuring faster tempos of what Evans calls, 
in his original liner notes: “a more moving kind, though 
there is in the trio’s approach to all material a desire to 
present a singing sound.” 
 Those who cherish the Evans of George Russell’s 
“All About Rosie” or his work on Oliver Nelson’s Blues 
and the Abstract Truth will thoroughly enjoy this album, 
which abounds in keen, penetrating, even humorously 
clever, creative moments, from a “Summertime” 
abandoning its lullaby roots for a buoyant shuffle; an “I 
Should Care” displaying the impressionistic harmonies 
Evans pioneered, at a more scintillating than usual 
tempo; a title tune that “sings” in alternating 3/4 and 
4/4; and an original, “Show-Type Tune”, gently 
tweaking and parodying the histrionic conventions of 
Broadway musicals. Evans seemed to like Earl Zindars’ 
title track so much that one of his originals, “34 Skidoo”, 
although more of a riff-swing piece, also features 3/4 
time with a 4/4 bridge. That tune and two others are 
heard twice with the inclusion of previously unreleased 
alternate takes. The best one (both versions) is Dave 
Brubeck’s “In Your Own Sweet Way”, played with 
percussive yet singing verve at a fast heartbeat tempo, 
Evans adding his own acerbic, dissonant touches to the 
bridge to make it the most distinctive tune on this 
superlative set.

For more information, visit concordmusicgroup.com

The best jazz is often created through the synthesis of 
conflicting, sometime clashing musical impulses. So it 
was with the work of South African pianist Chris 
McGregor (1936-90), whose allstar Blue Notes band of 
the ‘60s combined hardbop and (South) African musical 
influences. McGregor’s references multiplied during 
his European expatriate years when he created the 
Brotherhood of Breath (BOB) big band. On these 
reissued late ‘70s performances, sinuous kwela 
melodies and bop’s breakneck speed are part of the 
band’s disciplined Basie-like swing, yet sound 
extensions introduced by the European free players 
have become more apparent in the writing and playing. 
 McGregor’s final “Andromeda” includes enough 
reed bites and shrilling peeps to express the 
disconnections and deconstructions that characterized 
period free music. “Sunrise on the Sun”’s title and 
jerky, slip-sliding exposition, featuring chicken cackling 
vamps from the four saxes and jujitsu tongue fluttering 
from the brass section spurred on by Louis Moholo-
Moholo’s straightforward drumming, lacks only 
electronically processed wiggles to conjure up Sun Ra.
 Still, with avant garde avatars such as saxophonist 
Evan Parker and trombonist Radu Malfatti keeping 
their freer impulses in check, it’s alto saxophonists 

Mike Osborne and Dudu Pukwana’s freebop stylings 
that predominate. Their pliant yet mercurial attack 
makes tracks like “You Ain’t Gonna Know Me ‘Cos You 
Think You Know Me” and “Kwhalo” sway relentlessly. 
The latter is a particular standout as pianist, drummer 
and bassists Johnny Dyani and Harry Miller—South 
Africans all—effortlessly induce and maintain the 
captivating beat. 
 This fissureless melding of Africa, Europe and the 
cosmos is probably the key to what made BOB such a 
breath-taking experience in its day and why Procession 
(Live at Toulouse) is such a valuable document now.

For more information, contact ogunrecords@googlemail.com
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“Jacob Anderskov has 
done the aesthetics- 

challenged world of 
so-called chamber 

jazz a huge favor with 
his latest album. His 

role as composer and 
ensemble architect is 

paramount here.  
The results are 

impressive and gently 
groundbreaking.”
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– Josef Woodard,  

DOWN BEAT, April 2014.

“Simon Toldam …  
one of the most  
exciting musicians  
and individual voices  
of his generation.”

Marek Lubner,   
SoundsGreen.

“Simon Toldam …  
a musician who  
deserves to be heard  
on the European stage” 

Stuart Nicholson,  
Jazzwise.
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“ ....one of the more captivating recordings to come out so 
far this year...”

“ ...achingly beautiful.”

“ ...a gorgeous display of the trio...”

— THE NEW YORKER

— JAZZWAX.COM

— WBGO

AVAILABLE NOW AT AMAZON 
AND ITUNES  

WWW.LESLIEPINTCHIK.COM

NEW CD RELEASE from PINTCH HARD RECORDS
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“ ....one of the more captivating recordings to come out so 
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